
finally  to  sardinia  meeting  up  with  myrthe  and  livia  there  spending  a  holiday

traveling  briefly  to  the  mountains  to  cut  grass  and  then  down  to  tuscany  and 

alone to italy meeting up with august there and spending a few days on the road 

livia  even  in  the  weekends  with  myrthe  constantly  at  work  and  later  traveling 

01186: "a month working hard on my project while in the netherlands babysitting 

having to keep inside most of the day due to the heat"

beautiful sardinia not very able to film there having to take care of livia and 

san gimignano and later exploring the coast with pisa and livorno before making to 

first up north and then slowly descending with august through tuscany stopping in 

13184:  "film  of  public  spaces  shot  first  in  the  netherlands  and  then  in  italy 

fetch the boat"

beside  some  road  trips  with  some  traffic  especially  to  the  maddelena  island  to 

gimignano and lastly in sardinia almost breathing pure and ventilated air daily 

travel to tuscany by car experiencing some traffic mostly on the way to visit san 

cutting  grass  with  august  and  breathing  the  exhaustion  of  the  trimmer  to  later 

biking  with  livia  to  buy  cherry  at  a  farm  along  a  big  road  and  then  in  italy 

15121:  "still in the netherlands experiencing mostly some traffic in utrecht or 

meeting people helping me out with literally all atms being cashless"

also  walking  around  the  city  in  search  for  a  place  where  to  withdraw  cash  and 

in their flat and talking to them despite finding several completely stoned but 

10129: "folk again met in bengaluru now both at the art academy visiting students 

around the coastline of beautiful beaches both on the east and on the west side"

pisa and walking across it before leaving for sardinia and there mostly walking 

heat and there walking around a small town south of livorno and later visitng also 

visiting places like san gimignano but then having to go to the coast for less 

the installation and cut grass and later driving with him down to central italy 

up with august walking in the beginning on the mountains to check the status of 

amsterdam and several times in utrecht before leaving for italy and there catching 

05136: "still walking in the netherlands both with livia and alone going also to 

muslims"

being exported across continents at last becoming beneficial and abused by black 

all  the  bushes  in  our  ducth  village  and  describing  its  state  of  transformation 

08104: "fable improvised about a caterpillar mostly inspired by the one eating 

sardinia"

heat made better by a refreshing wind at the coast both in livorno and later in 

both in the mountains and particularly traveling through tuscany under a strong 

back from cas' forest house and in italy with august experiencing almost no wind 

wind but having much troubles particularly carrying livia in the chart on the way 

some  really  windy  ones  with  even  several  storms  and  trying  to  bike  despite  the 

18132: "wind at first experienced back in the netherlands with some calm days and 



dig around the perimeter of the new base"

welded  structure  but  letting  august  the  wheelbarrow  and  mostly  concentrating  to 

also on the site and taking a bit more easy now no longer having to dig inside the 

06150: "working still on the new base of the cube this time with myrthe and livia 

of extreme heat"

great storms setting in and big balls of ice falling from the sky but also moments 

mountains and begin to work there always having to check the weather forecast with 

early   in   the   morning   and   late   in   the   afternoon   but   then   goign   back   to   the 

the south and spending weeks in sardinia as if in a desert only able to go out 

16137: "experiencing the great heat affecting the whole of europe particular in 

enforcing the wall around the perimeter of the new cube base"

06149: "still emptying the earth in the old base and then moving big rocks and 

several loads of tractor"

welded  base  of  the  cube  so  that  it  can  be  moved  to  the  new  base  and  filling 

06148: "working very hard with august digging in the squares inside the already 

away from the previous cube base"

work with august with livia asleep and me starting to move big rocks twelve meters 

architect there telling me to build a new base for it and beginning at once the 

06147:   "walking   up   with   livia   in   my   shoulders   to   the   cube   and   meeting   the 

valley below the cube and beginning to clear a path"

training and then briefly in the mountains with august taking the trimmer to the 

06146:   "still   in   the   netherlands   biking   with   livia   to   get   cherries   barely 

observing many human shapes and animal shapes"

commuting both to the university and to august on the other side of stockholm and 

17102: "clouds observed now in sweden with the end of the summer resuming all my 

and august very happy there"

with livia being very demanding but then reaching the mountains making both her 

on a nice excursion in the islands and at times finding hard to be all day alone 

bored about having to keep indoor most of the day due to the heat but also going 

04123:  "generally  a  happy  period  with  both  my  kids  in  sardinia  getting  a  bit 

in india beside still some terror attacks and conflicts in muslim countries"

number  of casualties all around the world and quite several for various reasons 

12170: "reading the news regularly while on holiday in sardinia and find small 

alone of livia and being sort of hindered to do much but when she slept"

amount of tools particular in the rented apartment but then having to take care 

mostly  indoor  during  the  day  and  out  on  the  beach  with  less  sun  using  a  fair 


